
PARTICULAR CAUSES ENRON S FAILURE

Why did Enron fail? The Real Reasons Enron Failed previously published in the March issue of Directorship, and is
reprinted here with causes appear to have been matters of organizational designâ€”in particular.

They did not have full access to information and those information they received were falsified or incomplete.
Fastow was fired from the company that day. The company had actually experienced difficulty selling its
commercial paper for a week, but was now unable to sell even overnight paper. In a statement, Lay said,
"After a thorough review of our businesses, we have decided to take these charges to clear away issues that
have clouded the performance and earnings potential of our core energy businesses. One major difference was
that the SPVs were capitalized entirely with Enron stock. Skilling cited personal reasons for leaving the
company. Main Reasons for the Downfall of the Company College. When Grubman complained that Enron
was the only company that could not release a balance sheet along with its earnings statements, Skilling
stammered "Well uh To entice participants and trading partners, Enron offered its reputation, credit, and
expertise in the energy sector. He also explained that the complexity of the business was due largely to tax
strategies and position-hedging. Both Lay and Skilling were heavily involved in the scandal and one might
even accuse them of having been the ones pulling the strings. It consisted of several well expertized and
experienced individuals from business, legal and political areas. Enron had recently faced several serious
operational challenges, namely logistical difficulties in operating a new broadband communications trading
unit, and the losses from constructing the Dabhol Power project , a large gas powered power plant in India that
had been mired in controversy since the beginning in relation to its high pricing and bribery at the highest
level. The values of the SPVs also fell, forcing Enron's guarantees to take effect. Also difficult to fathom is
how its leadership managed to fool regulators for so long with fake holdings and off-the-books accounting. In
June , the firm was found guilty of obstructing justice for shredding Enron's financial documents to conceal
them from the SEC. Enron financed the re-purchase by depleting its lines of credit at several banks. Bush
signed into law the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. His first task was to deal with a cash crisis. The involvement of the
board and its wrong-doing will be explained in the following. A particularly troubling aspect of this technique
was that several of the "related-party" entities had been or were being controlled by CFO Fastow. He was
released from prison in  In one meeting on February 12, , the committee met for an hour and a half. Besides,
the role of investors should not be underestimated. Enron's board also announced that it would commission a
special committee to investigate the transactions, directed by William C. He didn't think it made sense that
Enron's broadband unit appeared to far outpace a then-troubled broadband industry. Oppel, Jr. He also
invested in several partnerships as well as managed some SPEs. A group of former partners bought the name
in , creating a firm named Andersen Global.


